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I came into this project as a middle-aged woman and finish as an elder,
a person with debts to many, especially mentors who are no longer here,
half a dozen of whom made their homecoming while I worked on this
book. During the 2020 election, we marked the 150th anniversary of the
Fifteenth Amendment, granting Black males the right to vote, an event
of great import to this book. We also honored the 100th anniversary of
women voting, if only the fifty-fifth anniversary of this right for southern
Black women like myself. Events in this book helped make these rights
possible and ask us to defend them. Frankly, we do so now at less personal
risk and even greater risk to the idea of democracy.
At New York University, friends and advisers not only provided me with
incredible training but allowed me to build an interdisciplinary context
for work somewhere inside the bounds of Black political theory, history,
and cultural theory. For this I owe my deepest thanks to Jennifer Morgan,
Nikhil Pal Singh, and Martha Hodes, as well as to theorist George Shul
man, who taught me a lot, and Michael Ralph, a gifted interrogator, whose
questions on the first manuscript continue to serve my thinking.
I also cannot say enough about t hose brilliant members of my nyu
cohort who read early sections of this manuscript and reacted with such
insight and provocative language that for months I checked the notes I
took from them: Justin Leroy, Brittany C. Carter, Laura E. Helton, Car
men I. Phillips, Stuart Schrader, Samuel Ng, and A. J. Bauer. I thank
Laura in particular for identifying the diverse forms of fugitivity here. In
the Department of Social and Cultural Analysis, I want to thank Arlene
Davila, Dean Phillip Brian Harper, and Awam Amkpa for important in
terventions at critical moments, and the department’s great support of
my sojourn there, especially for the encouragement of the Lerner Prize
in American Studies and a Summer Research Fellowship. Other scholars
who had a great influence must include the exquisite intellectual guides
Cyrus Patell, Ana Dopico, Deborah Willis, and Michele Mitchell. I owe a
debt to the nyu Graduate School of Arts and Sciences for a Predoctoral
Summer Fellowship, and the Gallatin School of Individualized Study for
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its personalized mentoring and the help of a Dean’s Scholarship and an
nyu Gallatin Newington-Cropsey Foundation Fellowship.
I have to reach back and thank my onetime mentor/colleague, Quan
dra Prettyman, the first African American teacher at Barnard College. She
always quietly told me to “do my thing” my way and say what I wanted to
say. Thanks also must go to the Veterans Braintrust Award of the Congres
sional Black Caucus, US House of Representatives for a most surprising
honor for working on getting a national monument made at Fort Monroe,
Virginia. Readers of this book will see why I was happy to help local or
ganizers in Virginia save that site, which opened in August 2019 to com
memorate the four hundredth year since the African arrival there in 1619.
Thanks also to the many librarians who helped me at the nyu Bobst
microform collection; the Library of Virginia; the New Orleans Public
Library; Special Collections at the Howard-Tilton Library and the Amis
tad Collection at Tulane University; Special Collections, Miami Univer
sity, Ohio; Northwestern State University of Louisiana (at Natchitoches);
the Mississippi State Archive; the Archives and Special Collections, Blues
Manuscript and Special Collections at the University of Mississippi, Ox
ford, Mississippi; and the Stuart A. Rose Manuscript, Archive and Rare
Book Library, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia. Since I moved to Madi
son, the librarians at the Wisconsin Historical Society, a very special place,
have been of great help.
For making survival way more possible, thanks to Richard Wesley of
the Maurice Kanbar Institute of Film and Television; Rita and Burton
Goldberg Department of Dramatic Writing at nyu’s Tisch School of the
Arts; filmmakers Louis Massiah, Orlando Patterson, and Denise Greene;
and miniseries producer Faith Childs, who all gave me g reat projects to
work on part-time. Thanks to McArthur Binion for pushing me to see two
other important projects to completion during t hese years—sound and
video recording of Joseph Jarman’s last full concert and re-publication of
his book.
Among t hose with bottomless wisdom I must name Faith Childs and
Christine Clark-Evans. Arnim Johnson, a friend of more than fifty years,
provided sage advice and read early twentieth-century legal documents,
checked my understanding of Supreme Court cases, and drove the entire
state of Mississippi with me a second time, after doing so with me on my
last book. They have been through it all with me, and I hope I have been
there for them in some way. For matchless hospitality, I thank Carole
Oliver and her f amily in New Orleans, and Joan Thornell, for aid during
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and a fter an earthquake on a research trip. And whoever the cooks were
who made the fried green tomatoes I ate at every Mississippi Delta road
side diner—may they live long and prosper.
Coming to Wisconsin was a great move thanks to then chair Craig
Werner; Dolores Liamba, former department administrator; and all my
colleagues in the Department of Afro-American Studies, especially former
chair Christina Greene, Brenda Gayle Plummer, Christy Clark-Pujara,
Sandy Adell, Michael Thornton, and Anthony Black. I thank them also
for nominating me for the Nellie Y. McKay Fellowship, which gave me
an invaluable year to work on this book, and for concern that I have leave
during a period of terminal illness and bereavement for three loved ones.
Tireless support for this study in the way of reading chapters, as part of
our writers group, the Fundis (after Ella Baker), was given by Brenda,
Christina, Christy, and April Haynes. I am very grateful for support I have
also received from other parts of the university, especially for receipt of a
Vilas Early Investigators Award, which has supported my new work for
two years, and I was fortunate to receive assistance from the College of Let
ters and Science. Support for this research was provided by the University
of Wisconsin–Madison Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and
Graduate Education with funding from the Wisconsin Alumni Research
Foundation. Thanks also to Florence Hsia in that office.
Thanks to Alesia Alexander, my graduate research assistant, who pored
over data tables, and Dorothea Salo, Distinguished Faculty Associate in
the Information School, who digitized some of my archive. The amazing
Cartography Lab at uw, headed by Tanya Buckingham, and cartographer
Alicia Iverson are owed much gratitude for their care and generosity in
translating my handmade maps into much smarter creations. Joe Bucciero
gave me invaluable insight on restructuring a massive amount of material
and also asked good questions. I am fortunate to work with Duke Uni
versity Press, especially Ken Wissoker, Elizabeth Ault, Ryan Kendall, and
Lisa Lawley as well as copyeditor Susan Ecklund. I feel very fortunate in
having had readers who gave generous, thoughtful, and inspirational in
sights, which I hope I have put to good use.
I miss Ntozake Shange, my friend of fifty-plus years, whose bound
less enthusiasm and welcome laughter always answered the question
“Should I?” with “Yes.” I also miss the matchless grin with which Joseph
Jarman always greeted me. My partner of twenty years and friend of
forty-five years, he always showed me what he meant by “you have to
do it with total commitment”: be fully present in d
 oing one’s chosen
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work. This willingness to be in the moment, not knowing what sounds
or people may be flying your way, taught me to trust and go where I’m
going. My f amily has stood by my adventurous career with sustained sup
port and celebration. I hope they know how I much I cherish them all.
My most long-standing debt for a life chasing African American history
and culture is to two p eople who told tales over crabs in the kitchen or
over drinks and cigars on the front porch: my father, Collis P. Huntington
Davis (1900–1974), who raised me, and his younger brother Arthur Paul
Davis (1904–96), the youngest two of nine whose parents were enslaved
as c hildren. They told me what I know about the many slavery survivors
who raised them. They did this with great humor and a serenity I hope to
acquire before much longer. Nothing in here would have surprised them,
except my lateness in d
 oing it. Over that, we all would have had a good
laugh.

